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1)  Background Information

– More than 41 million Americans experience 
some type of mental illness (18% of 
population)

– Depression is second leading cause of 
disability

– Less than 5% of violent crimes are committed 
by people who have mental disorder

– Workers with disabilities paid an average of 
37% less than those w/o disability
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DEFINING MENTAL HEALTH 
DISABILITIES
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2) What is a Mental Health Disability (MHD)?

Mental Health Impairment: 
– “a medical condition that disrupts a person’s 

thinking, feeling, mood, ability to relate to 
others,  and daily functioning.” (National 
Alliance on Mental Illness)

Executive Functioning Deficit:
– A deficit in high level mental processes/abilities 

that influence and direct more abilities like 
attention and memory.
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3) FMLA & ADA

 FMLA and ADA each have their own definitions of 
covered mental health conditions:
– FMLA: “serious health condition” based on 

objective criteria
– ADA: “mental or psychological disorder” such as 

intellectual disability, organic brain syndrome, 
emotional or mental illness, and specific learning 
disabilities

 Each have their own rules for handling employees 
and medical information
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FMLA (50 employee threshold)
 Takes effect only after 12 months of employment
 Provides job-protected leave and benefits 
 If employee qualifies for leave, employer must provide time off and 

job protection
 Leave can be taken for employee’s, spouse’s, parent’s, child’s 

condition

ADA (15 employee threshold)
 Takes effect on day 1 of employment
 Nondiscrimination obligation 
 Reasonable accommodation obligation (may include leave)
 Accommodation for employee’s disability only 

3) FMLA & ADA
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4) MHD & FMLA

 Contains objective standards for determining if any 
condition is qualifying-including mental health 
conditions:
– Serious Health Condition (for employee’s own, or 

if needed to care for employee’s spouse, parent, 
son or daughter)

– Serious Injury or Illness (to care for a covered 
service member who is the employee’s spouse, 
parent, son, daughter or next of kin)
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4) MHD & FMLA
 Serious health condition (SHC)

– Not diagnosis based– instead objective criteria must 
be met

– Defines SHC as an illness, injury, impairment, or 
physical or mental condition that involves 
inpatient care or continuing treatment by a health 
care provider

– Regulations define SHC to include chronic and long-
term or permanent conditions and certain conditions 
requiring multiple treatments 

 Leave for mental health conditions are protected in 
the same manner as leave for a physical condition 
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4) MHD & FMLA

 Protects leave to care for a parent, spouse, or son or 
daughter under age 18 with a mental health condition, 
provided all objective SHC criteria are met

 Protects leave to care for a son or daughter age 18 or 
older, if he or she is:

– Incapable of self-care because of a mental or 
physical disability (defined by ADA, as amended), 
and

– All objective SHC criteria are met

 “Care” may include transporting the family member to 
treatment appointments or providing psychological 
comfort
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4) MHD & FMLA
Military Caregiver Leave Serious Injury or Illness

– Current service member

– Covered veterans

 Leave may be taken to provide care for mental health 
conditions (e.g., PTSD, effects of traumatic brain injury)

 Includes leave to take the service member to treatment 
and to provide care during periods of incapacity (up to 
26 weeks in a single 12-month period)
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4) MHD & FMLA

Employee Notice Requirements

 Employee must provide “sufficient” information for 
employer to know it “may” qualify

 Not required to reveal diagnosis

 Subsequent requests for leave for the same qualifying 
reason:

– Employee must reference the qualifying reason, or

– The need for FMLA leave 

 Employer may ask limited questions 
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4) MHD & FMLA

Medical Certification

• Employee must be notified of need for certification

• Certification must be “complete and sufficient,” 
including appropriate medical facts about condition

• Does not require diagnosis

• Leave cannot be denied because of lack of 
diagnosis as long as certification is otherwise 
complete and sufficient

• Limited to the reason for the leave



5) Disability under ADA

Disability: 
(1) A physical or mental impairment that 

substantially limits one or more major life 
activities; or 

(2) a record of such an impairment; or
(3) being regarded as having such an impairment
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5) Disability Under ADA
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Impairment:
– “physiological disorder, condition, disfigurement, or 

loss; mental or physiological disorder”
– No duration minimum
– Condition that is episodic or in remission is a disability if 

it would substantially limit executive function
– Determined without regard to mitigating measures 

(medicine, prosthetics, assist technology, etc)



6) MHD & ADA

• ADA does not list medical conditions that constitute 
mental health disability or executive functioning 
deficit.

• ADA uses standard disability definition to apply to 
mental disabilities as well.

• Some people with executive functioning deficit will 
have disability, others will not (JAN 2014)
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6) MHD & ADA
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• Broad Coverage under the Amendments-
definition of disability “shall be construed in 
favor of broad coverage of individuals”

• The focus is on reasonable accommodation, not 
whether a condition is a disability 



• Depression
• Obsessive-Compulsive 

Disorder (OCD)
• Post Traumatic Stress 

Disorder (PTSD)
• Anxiety
• Schizophrenia
• Attention Deficit 

Disorder (ADD)

• Attention 
Deficit/Hyperactive 
Disorder (ADHD)

• Intellectual/Learning 
Disability

• Autism
• Brain Injury
• Bipolar
• Frontal Lobe Injury
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7) Types of MHDs



REASONABLE 
ACCOMMODATION 

DISCUSSION
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• Modifications/adjustments to job application 
process that enable qualified applicant with 
disability to be considered for position.

• Modifications/adjustments to work environment 
or to manner/circumstances under which position 
is customarily performed.

• Modifications/adjustments that enable a covered 
entity’s employee with a disability to enjoy equal 
benefits and privileges of employment as are 
enjoyed by employees w/o disability.
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8) Three Categories of Accommodations
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– Employers not required to lower 
production/performance standards that are 
applied uniformly to employees

– Employers can discipline employees with 
disability even if behavior is a result of 
disability—however, employer required to consider
reasonable accommodation to reduce/eliminate 
behavior in question

9) Reasonable Accommodations & ADA



10)  Reasonable Accommodation Facts

• 65 to 80% of individuals with MHD will improve 
with appropriate diagnosis, treatment, monitoring

• 58% of accommodations in workplace cost $0

• Average cost for other accommodations is $600
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PERTINENT LEGAL RULINGS
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– RULE: Employee cannot be terminated for 
conduct resulting from disclosed disability.

– Gambini v. Total Renal Care, No. 05-35209 (9th Cir., Apr. 24, 2007) 

• Facts:
–Employee diagnosed with bipolar disorder that 

affected her concentration and made her 
increasingly irritable.

–Employee informed her employer.
–Employer developed written improvement 

plan, enraging employee.
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11) Conduct Related to Disability



Gambini v. Total Renal Care, No. 05-35209 (9th Cir., Apr. 24, 2007) 

• Facts:
–Employee leaves in outburst, makes alleged 

threat, and suicidal.  Request for FLMA 
Leave granted.

–Employee terminated by phone after other 
employees complain regarding outburst.
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11) Conduct Related to Disability



– Gambini v. Total Renal Care, No. 05-35209 (9th Cir., Apr. 24, 2007) 

– Holding:
• Court held that lower court had erred in not 

delivering instruction that conduct resulting from 
disability is part of disability—NOT separate 
basis for termination.

• “Thus a decision motivated even in party by 
the disability is tainted and entitles a jury to 
find that an employer violated 
antidiscrimination laws”
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11) Conduct Related to Disability



– EEOC v. Kohl’s Dept’ Stores, Inc., No. 14-1268 (1st Cir. 
Dec. 19, 2014)

– Facts:
• Employee Type I Diabetes aggravated after 

unpredictable work schedule begins.
• Employee speaks with HR and is promised 

predictable 9-5 schedule, but manager of store 
says not possible.

• Employer/Manager tries to find another 
accommodation, but employee quits and storms 
out of office.
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12) Good Faith in Interactive Process



– EEOC v. Kohl’s Dept’ Stores, Inc., No. 14-1268 (1st Cir. 
Dec. 19, 2014)

– Facts:
• Employer/Manager tries to make contact twice 

more with employee after quitting.
• Employee refuses to consider other 

accommodations or engage in interactive 
process of determining possible 
accommodations.
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12) Good Faith in Interactive Process



– EEOC v. Kohl’s Dept’ Stores, Inc., No. 14-1268 (1st Cir. 
Dec. 19, 2014)

– Holding:
• District court ruled in favor of employer.
• Employer and employee both have 

responsibility to engage in interactive 
process in good faith.

• Employer acted in good faith when it initiated 
processed and continued to try after employee 
quit.  Employee failed to act in good faith.
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12) Good Faith in Interactive Process



– Felkins v. The City of Lakewood, No. 13-1415 (10th Cir. 
Dec. 19, 2014)

– Facts:
• Employee fractured femur at work
• Presented employer with FMLA form that 

shows hospital care but not chronic condition, 
and a note releasing her to full duty January 
2009.

• Employee reinjured femur in March and then 
broke pelvis in car accident.  
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13) Expert Medical Evidence



– Felkins v. The City of Lakewood, No. 13-1415 (10th Cir. Dec. 
19, 2014)

– Facts:
• Employer determined 466 hours of paid and 

unpaid leave during first 10 months of 
employment.

• Employer terminated employee for failing to 
demonstrate ability to consistently report for 
work.

• Employee claims discrimination and says 
disabled due to avascular necrosis
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13) Expert Medical Evidence



– Felkins v. The City of Lakewood, No. 13-1415 (10th Cir. Dec. 
19, 2014)

– Holding:
• Affirmed district court grant of Summary 

judgment for Defendant.
• Employee had not established that she was 

disabled under ADA.
• Employer must carefully review documents 

provided by employee to understand what they 
can/need to do when employee suffering 
medical condition
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13) Expert Medical Evidence



EMPLOYER DEFENSES
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14) Employer Defenses: Undue Hardship
Overview
• An employer does not have to provide a 

reasonable accommodation that would cause 
an "undue hardship" to the employer 

• Undue hardship must be based on an 
individualized assessment of current 
circumstances that show that a specific 
reasonable accommodation would cause 
significant difficulty or expense
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Factors to Consider:
• The nature and cost of the accommodation needed;
• The overall financial resources of the facility making 

the reasonable accommodation; the number of 
persons employed at this facility; the effect on 
expenses and resources of the facility;

• The overall financial resources, size, number of 
employees, and type and location of facilities of the 
employer (if the facility involved in the reasonable 
accommodation is part of a larger entity);
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14) Employer Defenses: Undue Hardship



Factors to Consider:
• The type of operation of the employer, including 

the structure and functions of the workforce, the 
geographic separateness, and the administrative 
or fiscal relationship of the facility involved in 
making the accommodation to the employer; and 

• The impact of the accommodation on the 
operation of the facility
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14) Employer Defenses: Undue Hardship



– Casteel v. Charter Communications Inc. Case No. C13-
5520 RJB (W.D. WA Oct. 23, 2014)
• Facts:

–Employee developed heart condition and took 
leave under FMLA.

–As 12-week FMLA Leave ends, new diagnosis of 
cancer.  

–Employer grants 30 day personal leave for 
chemotherapy in September but employee asked 
for more time due to recovery.
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14) Employer Defenses: Undue Hardship



– Casteel v. Charter Communications Inc. Case No. 
C13-5520 RJB (W.D. WA Oct. 23, 2014)
• Facts:

–Doctor says employee cannot return before 
February 2010,  and no accommodation 
available prior.

–Employer terminated employee in October 
based on “business needs” and employee had 
“used all eligible leave time.”
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14) Employer Defenses: Undue Hardship



– Casteel v. Charter Communications Inc. Case No. C13-5520 
RJB (W.D. WA Oct. 23, 2014)
• Holding:

– Court holds that company must comply with ADA and 
provide reasonable accommodation to employees with 
disability.

– Indefinite leave is not a reasonable accommodation, 
but…

– RULE: employer must document “undue hardship” 
an employee’s extended leave would impose.

– Summary judgment for Defendant not granted
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14) Employer Defenses: Undue Hardship



15) Employer Defenses: Direct Threat
Overview
• An individual is not qualified under the ADAAA if she 

presents a direct threat to her own health and safety or 
that of others

• Standard: A reasonable medical judgment that relies on 
the most current medical knowledge and/or the best 
available objective evidence, and upon an expressly 
individualized assessment of the individual’s present 
ability to safety perform the essential functions of the 
job. Chevron USA Inc. v. Exhazabal, 536 U.S. 73 
(2002) (citing 29 CFR § 1630.2(r)) 
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Factors to Consider
• The duration of the risk;
• The nature and severity of the potential harm;
• Likelihood that the potential harm will occur; 

and
• The imminence of the potential harm

* Safety Sensitive v. Non-Safety Sensitive 
Positions
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15) Employer Defenses: Direct Threat



– RULE: ADA does not protect direct threats or violence 
related to disability.

– Wills v. Superior Court 195 Cal App.4th 143 (May 12, 2011)
• Facts:

–Employee diagnosed with bipolar disorder.
–Employee fired for violating written policy against 

verbal threats, threatening conduct, and violence.
–Employee sued saying wrongful termination because 

her conduct related to her mental disability.
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15) Employer Defenses: Direct Threat



– Wills v. Superior Court 195 Cal App.4th 143 (May 12, 
2011)
• Holding:

–Court held that employer may reasonably 
distinguish between disability caused misconduct 
and disability itself when misconduct includes 
threats/violence against coworkers.

–“ADA does not require employer to retain 
employee who threatens/commits acts of 
violence against coworkers, even if the 
employee’s disability caused the misconduct”
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15) Employer Defenses: Direct Threat
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15) Employer Defenses: Direct Threat

– Walton v. Spherion Staffing LLC Civil Action No. 
13-6896 (E.D. PA Jan 13, 2015)
• Facts:

–Employee suffering from 
depression/homicidal thoughts.

–Sent note to boss with direct threat.
–Employer does not respond for three weeks 

to note
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– Walton v. Spherion Staffing LLC Civil Action No. 
13-6896 (E.D. PA Jan 13, 2015)
• Facts:

–During three weeks, employee asks for 
accommodation/help from employer

–Employer terminates employee
–Employee sued claiming reason for 

termination was disability/need for urgent 
care.

15) Employer Defenses: Direct Threat
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– Walton v. Spherion Staffing LLC Civil Action No. 13-
6896 (E.D. PA Jan 13, 2015)

– Holding:
• Court calls this “outer bounds of ADA”
• ADA does not protect against direct threat
• However, employee waited three weeks, so 

discovery needed to determine real reasoning for 
firing.

– RULE: While ADA does not protect against direct 
threats, response to threats must be quick and 
appropriate.

15) Employer Defenses: Direct Threat



PTSD AND VETERANS
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16)  Background Information

– 18.5% of returning veterans have PTSD or 
depression

– 3 million veterans have returned home and 
millions more expected

– 1 in 4 veterans post 9/11 era report having 
service related disability

– 28% of veterans report their disability kept 
them from getting a job at some point in 
their life
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17)  What is PTSD?

Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder: 
– Mental health condition that develops after a 

terrifying ordeal that involved physical harm or 
threat of physical harm. (JAN 2014) 

– Caused by genes/environmental factors
– Individual with PTSD may be the one who was 

harmed, may have a loved one who was 
harmed, or may have witnessed a harmful 
event.
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17)  What is PTSD?
Symptoms:
– Intrusive memories
– Avoidance and emotional numbing
– Anxiety and/or increased emotional arousal

– “The risk of PTSD is claimed to increase if the 
incident(s) are prolonged, especially if adequate 
leadership is non-existent or social connections are 
lacking” (Matthiesen & Einarsen 338)
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18)  Potential Limitations

• Attendance issues
• Concentration 

problems
• Emotional problems
• Fatigue
• Memorization issues
• Organization issues

• Sleep Disturbances
• Stress
• Coworker interaction 

problems
• Problems working 

effectively
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•Must accommodate like any other MHD.  
Same ADA  rules apply to veterans/PTSD



19)  Employer DO NOTs of PTSD

– Do not assume that they are violent
– Do not assume that they are at risk of harming 

themselves
– Do not assume they take or should take 

medication
– Do not assume they have poor judgment
– Do not assume that they cannot cope with 

stress
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TECHNIQUES TO FACILITATE 
EMPLOYEES WITH MHDS
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20)  Interaction Techniques

Phrases to say:
• “How can we help you 

do your job?”
• “You’re not your usual 

self.”
• “Do you want to talk 

about it.”
• “It’s always OK to ask 

for help.”

Phrases not to say:
• “How’s your health?”
• “You seem 

depressed.”
• “Snap out of it.”
• “Think positive.”
• “I know exactly what 

you’re going through.”
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21) Accommodation Strategies

Problem: Time Management
• Divide large assignments into small tasks
• Use timers for ample time to conclude tasks
• Checklists 
• Plan and structure transition/shifts in activities
• Provide organizer and/or use wall calendar to 

emphasize dates
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21) Accommodation Strategies

Problem: Memory
• Provide written instructions/checklists
• Allow use of recorder
• Allow additional training time/offer training refresher
• Provide minutes of meetings/trainings
• Provide verbal/pictorial cues
• Color coding schemes to prioritize in 

notebooks/planners/sticky notes
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21) Accommodation Strategies

Problem: Concentration
• Provide noise cancelling headset
• Hang sound absorption panels
• Provide white noise machine
• Relocate employee’s office space from distraction
• Install cubicles
• Reduce clutter in employee’s work environment
• Reorganize/restructure day for mental breaks
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21) Accommodation Strategies

Problem: Organization/Prioritization
• Color-code system for files to prioritize
• Use weekly chart to identify daily work activities
• Use job coach to teach/reinforce organization
• Assign mentor to employee
• Use electronic organizers
• Assign new project only after completion of current 

project
• Organize work space and schedule organization 

time
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21) Accommodation Strategies

Problem: Multi-tasking
• Separate tasks to be completed one at a time
• Provide individualized training to help employee 

learn multi-tasking
• Identify tasks that must be performed 

simultaneously versus those performed individually
• Provide specific feedback to help employee target 

areas of improvement
• Reduce distractions
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21) Accommodation Strategies

Problem: Paperwork
• Automate paperwork through electronic files
• Use speech recognition software for text entry
• Save timing filling out paper forms by completing in 

advance using pre-filled forms
• Use checklists in place of writing text
• Provide letter/email templates
• Re-design commonly used forms with larger font, 

double spacing, etc.
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21) Accommodation Strategies

Problem: Social Skills
• Job coach to help understand social cues
• Identify areas of improvement for employee in 

fair/consistent manner
• Use of training videos to demonstrate appropriate 

behavior
• Encourage employees to minimize personal 

conversation
• Provide sensitivity training
• Allow employee time to work from home
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21) Accommodation Strategies

Problem: Attendance
• Flexible work environment-scheduling, break 

schedules, work from home
• Routine of putting and keeping things in place
• Prepare for next day’s work night before
• Create checklist for yourself/others
• Sticky notes to remind before leaving house
• Turn off distractions-cell phones
• Set a timer/watch to pace yourself
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22)  ADAAA Check Down List
1. Disability
2. Reasonable Accommodation Analysis

– Interactive Process
– Individualized Assessment
– Job Progression Analysis

• Same Job
• Different Job; Same Level
• Different Job; Lower Level
• Leave as a form of RA
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22)  ADAAA Check Down List

4. Defenses
– Undue Hardship
– Direct Threat

5.  Documentation
6.  Common Sense
7.  No Assumptions
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23)  Other Resources

– Utilize Outside Resources that assist with RA process
• Develop Employee Assistance Program (EAP)
• Seek outside entities/organizations with specific 

information for RA processes
– Fitness for Duty Exams

• White v. County of Los Angeles No. B243471
• Permitted under FMLA 
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Conclusion

Fred J. Bissinger 
fbissinger@wimberlylawson.com
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